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Mission Our mission is to
improve the quality of life for
persons of the Greater Portland
area by addressing needs for
healthy living, housing security,
and a hopeful economic
future, and to strengthen
neighborhoods to become safe
places of hospitality, hope and
healing for all people.
Vision We envision a
community where all people
experience social, emotional,
physical, economic, and
spiritual well-being.
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Dear friends:
In March, we celebrated the fourth anniversary of Hope Acts’
incorporation as a nonprofit organization. The Board of Directors
spent some time reflecting on what we have, with your support,
accomplished since March 2012, when a small group of leaders
made a commitment to nurturing hospitality, hope, and healing
within two communities: immigrants seeking asylum and people in recovery from addiction:
n In October 2013, we opened Hope House, Maine’s first and only residential program for newly arrived
asylum seekers, and welcomed our first 13 residents. Since opening our doors, we have provided a safe,
supportive home for 26 different individuals from Burundi, Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Angola,
Cote d’Ivoire, and Iraq, and have celebrated the successful transition of many residents into their new lives
in the community.
Emile, who came to Portland from Burundi just about two years ago, shares his Hope House experience
on page 6.
We are grateful for our partnership with Richard and Theresa Berman, whose vision and generosity
made Hope House possible. Read more of their story on page 5.
n We have welcomed nearly 1,000 people — about 300 individuals weekly — through our doors
to take part in a rich array of recovery programs founded in the 11th step, including spiritual practices
like yoga and meditation led by our Program Coordinator, Liz Leuthner; community drumming circles;
12-step recovery groups; workshops and retreats; and sacred sound events such as call-and-response
chanting / kirtan gatherings, featuring musicians like The Hanumen.
Kerry, a young woman who recently celebrated six years of sobriety, shares her story of how Hope Acts
has supported her recovery on page 8.
n We have written letters, held signs, and raised our voices at City Hall and the State House to
advocate for issues that affect the lives of asylum seekers and people in recovery.
n We have developed important and impactful partnerships with other organizations that share
our values, with whom we work closely in ways that make a difference.
While it is gratifying to look back on what we have achieved, we know there is much more work
to be done. The addiction crisis in Maine is well documented, with overdose deaths at historic highs, even
as the state and local providers reduce funding and access to treatment and support programs. Rampant
violence and humanitarian crises around the world, especially in Central Africa, suggest immigrants will
continue to arrive in Maine seeking safety — yet there are few supports in the community to meet their
most basic needs for food and shelter, much less the emotional and mental health needs of people who
have escaped trauma and bloodshed.
Hope Acts is committed to providing innovative solutions to these challenges, which means we
need your support more than ever. Turn to page 11 to learn about ways you can help.
As we enter our fifth year, we are excited about the possibilities the future holds, and we are
profoundly grateful for the support of so many in our community who share our vision of a community
where all people experience social, emotional, physical, economic, and spiritual well-being.
With gratitude,

Allen Ewing-Merrill			
Executive Director			

Jennifer Dimond
President, Board of Directors
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Into Auction
November 14, 2015
Our second annual gala celebration, Into Auction, was a grand success,
with delicious food prepared by chefs from the recovery community, a
silent auction, several fun live auction items, and music provided by
Viva & the Reinforcements, a local jazz / lounge band.
We look forward to our 2016 gala celebration —
watch for details coming soon!
Special thanks to our sponsor, The Plymouth House.
Photos: Beth Comeau © 2015

“We enthusiastically support Hope Acts, because
we know that Hope for a better world without Acts
is not enough. We give financial support to causes
that make a difference. Hope Acts does that daily in
the lives of newly arrived immigrants, with people
in recovery, and through advocacy at all levels for
those on the margins. We know through first hand
experience that our financial support to Hope Acts
DOES make a difference.”
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— Rev. Bob Moore & Evelyn Johnson Moore, Wells ME
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Richard and Theresa Berman

Extraordinary gift transforms lives of asylum seekers
Richard and Theresa Berman
remember how rewarding it felt to
walk through the doors of Hope
House, a unique home for asylum
seekers needing a safe place to start
their new lives.
“I remember meeting all the
different residents, talking to them,
hearing their stories and learning how
they are using their talents here. I was
struck by how they became family,”
says Theresa, who was deeply touched
by the dinner that the first Hope House
residents gave in their honor.
The celebration was to thank the
Bermans for making Hope House a
reality through their extraordinary gift
of purchasing, remodeling and donating
the use of the building to Hope Acts.
Now in its fourth year, Hope House
provides a home to 13 asylum seekers
at a time, providing them the critical
resources and support to find success
in Portland.

Problem-solving to create a home
Richard, a retired real estate
professional, laughs that what started
as simple advice grew into something
so much more. In the early stages, he
started by giving guidance to leaders
of Hope Acts, who were beginning to
explore the possibility of a transitional
housing program to serve Portland’s
growing asylum community.
But as he looked at buildings – and
met and talked with more asylum
seekers – Richard became intrigued
by the idea that he could use his real
estate expertise for a creative and more
immediate solution. A self-described
problem-solver, he came up with a plan.
The Bermans decided they would
purchase a building – donating its use
to Hope Acts to quickly give asylum
seekers a home.
“I think one of the good things about
this is that you see your money in action
right away. You’re seeing right away
who you’re helping and that the money
is going for housing for people who
need it,” says Theresa.

Inspiration comes from
asylum seekers
Richard’s own inspiration comes from
the asylum community itself.
“I don’t know how they do it. They
are coming from a country where
their lives are often threatened and
sometimes they don’t speak English.
They arrive here and they somehow
make their way,” says Richard in
amazement.
As a life-long businessman, Richard
feels strongly that immigrants and
asylum seekers bring immense benefits
to Maine. “We should be seeing this
as a gift. We need to support them
because we need young, educated,
talented people to fill the jobs. We’re
a state filled with the history of
immigration, from the French Canadians
to the Italians to the other waves of
people coming in and making the state
what it is.”
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“They repaired
our hearts,”
Emile says about
the support given
through Hope
Acts and Hope
House.
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E M ILE’S STORY

Asylum seeker finds a
future and a new family

In just a short time in Maine, Emile —
an asylum seeker from Burundi —
has accomplished so much. After being
afraid to try English, he now shares his
experiences at events and interviews.
Emile has trained as a personal support
specialist and found a job in health care.
He also plans to go to school to study
nursing. But most importantly, Emile now
has hope for the future.
“They repaired our hearts,” he says
about the support given through Hope
Acts and Hope House.

“Even if I don’t get in the house,
I already have a family”
Emile arrived in Portland in 2014 after
fleeing the escalating violence in his
country.
Like many asylum seekers, he came
to Maine without speaking English or
knowing anyone. Emile shakes his head
and remembers how even with no place
to sleep, he was too afraid to approach
anyone at the bus station to ask for
help. Eventually he approached another
African man, who turned out to be from
Burundi and was a resident of Hope
House.
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While Emile couldn’t stay with his
new friend at Hope House, he was
happy to be able to visit, share meals
and study English during the day. His
nights were spent at a homeless shelter.
After a few months, space opened up in
a Hope House apartment.
“I thought – ‘I will apply and even if I
don’t get in the house, I already have a
family,’” says Emile. “I did the interview
and I succeeded, and I said thank you to
God that I have a place to live.”

Hope House provides many
benefits
“First of all when we come here, Hope
House is a safe place to live. It’s also a
place that gives us the opportunity to
learn English. We meet different kinds
of people who are there to help us,”
says Emile, who was humbled when one
person purchased all the clothing he
would need for his first winter in Maine.
In the next few months, Emile will
accomplish yet another goal. With his
full-time work, he will be moving into
his own apartment, creating space for
a new resident at Hope House. While
sad to be leaving, he is happy another

asylum seeker will be part of the Hope
House family.
“Many asylum seekers need help.
When you meet people who give you
a hand to help you, you find hope for a
good future,” he says.

“Hope Acts has helped
me in the process of
getting integrated into
this community, gaining
leadership skills, and
improving my English skills.
As a result, I just got a job
at the Portland Community
Health Center as a Patient
Service Representative.
Hope House has been a
launching pad for me; I
would not have been able
to do all the things I have
done without the support
and the love of the Hope
Acts community.”
— Nanouchka Muhimpuundu,
Burundi

Impact: Immigrant Support
n We participated in a press conference and testified in legislative hearings at
the State House, supporting General Assistance for asylum seekers.
n We served on the Advisory Committee for the five-part “Celebrating
Immigration” series, sponsored by the World Affairs Council of Maine
and the Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition.
n Executive Director Allen Ewing-Merrill was a speaker at the We Are
Maine rally held in Monument Square.
n Of 13 Hope House residents, six received employment authorization,
found jobs, and transitioned to independent living.

“For me, Hope House means
living in a safe place. The
Hope House community is
my family where I live with
other immigrants from Africa,
sharing our experiences, good
and bad. Hope House is my
life in America. I don’t know
what I could be without Hope
House.”
— Armand Turinyungu, Burundi

n We welcomed six new residents to Hope House, each one bringing
gifts and experiences that have strengthened the community.
n We expanded our classes and conversation groups for English
language learners.

“Although we have never been personally threatened by
hunger, poverty, addiction, war, or abuse, we have witnessed
their tragic effects around the world. Now we have come to
know persons right here in Portland whose lives have been
and are threatened in these ways. They are welcomed at
Hope Acts every day! We see their faces at community meals,
coming and going to life-transforming recovery opportunities,
and at Hope House where they find shelter, English language
classes, and much more. We have heard the personal stories
of those who fled violence in their homelands and of others
on the long road to recovery from addiction, homelessness,
and food insecurity. We know their names!
We have joyfully supported Hope Acts since its inception
because it brings HOPE to persons we know and to many
others, as well. In marvelous facilities, with wonderful
volunteers and a dedicated staff providing services and
advocacy for an improved quality of life, Hope Acts provides
hospitality, hope and healing for all. We rejoice at the
opportunity to be a part of it!”
— Bishop Cliff & Jane Ives, Portland ME
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“I started to
experience the
community – and
really life – in a
way that I hadn’t
before.”

KERRY’S STORY

Making the investment
in recovery matters

— Kerry
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Kerry, who is celebrating six years
of sobriety in May, now serves
others on their journey at a Portland
recovery home.
From her personal experience and
her work, Kerry speaks with urgency
about the importance of making an
investment in the recovery community.
At a time when addiction is a crisis in
Maine, Kerry knows how critical it is to
reach out to people trying to recover –
or risk losing an entire generation.
“What’s happening at Hope Acts is
making a real difference. It’s become
an anchor in the recovery community.
When I first moved to Portland, it was
just this tiny blip on the map. Now
everything we do is centered around
the people and places of Hope Acts,”
Kerry says.

“My life had been pretty small”
Kerry came to Portland early in her
recovery journey. Four months sober,
she describes her life as being “pretty
small” up until that point. But she made
friends, including a woman named Liz
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who had started spending time at Hope
Acts. Kerry was curious as she watched
her friend blossom. Soon Kerry also
began to participate in various yoga,
meditation, parties and celebrations
and spiritual activities.
That’s when her world began to
change.
“I started to experience the
community – and really life – in a
way that I hadn’t before. Hope Acts
changed my life and opened me up to
a relationship with God that would help
me stay sober to this day,” she says,
reflecting thoughtfully on that time in
her life.

Continuing success
When Kerry talks about what makes
Hope Acts different and effective in the
recovery community, her face lights up
as she talks about the people involved,
along with their energy and the sense
of mission they bring to the work.
Another aspect to Hope Act’s success in
the recovery community is its openness
to all who choose to participate.

“If a woman in recovery goes to
Hope Acts, she can be involved in
whatever way she wants it can turn into
whatever she wants it to in terms of
her involvement. In this way Hope Acts
can have a really profound effect on
somebody.” Kerry says.

“We are so excited to
contribute to Hope Acts
because the work considers
the needs of the whole person
— physical, emotional, legal,
spiritual — always within
the context of community.
This integrated approach is
leading to positive changes in
government and institutional
policies, local community
building, and most importantly,
bringing hope to individual
people in need.”
— Shelley & Mike Tworoger,
Somerville MA

Impact: Recovery & Wellness
n Weekly, we offered support for more than 300 people in recovery
through:
• 9 different 12-Step meetings
• Recovery yoga and meditation groups
• Workshops and retreats
• More than 15 sacred sound events
n Program coordinator Liz Leuthner spoke at a medical professionals
conference about the interrelationship between the 12 Steps and
ancient yoga practices.

“Women in early recovery struggle
to rebuild their lives, and one of the
biggest obstacles to connecting with
community is social anxiety. Hope Acts
has developed recovery programming
that draws everyone into a sacred
space, and the effect on the group
is electric. Thank you, Hope Acts, for
providing acceptance, healing and
hope for our community!”
— Sarah Coupe, Grace House

n We celebrated National Recovery Month by taking part in the Rally
4 Recovery at Deering Oaks, co-sponsoring a city clean-up, and
organizing a “Whoopee Party” celebration.
n We hosted videographers filming for a documentary, Mantra: Sounds
into Silence, in partnership with The Call and Response Foundation.
n We testified at legislative hearings in Augusta, supporting funding
for treatment and support for those with substance use disorders.

“Hope Acts gave me a place to begin
practicing the 12th step and giving
back to the community. I started
by cleaning up after programs, then
helping to organize our first annual
fundraiser, and now I serve on the
board of directors. I am proud to be
a part of this organization.”
— Fred H. Copeman IV
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2015 Donors
Rev. David & Lisa Abbott
Bev Abbott
ACG Enterprises LLC /
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Alpine Realty Corporation
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Michael Coughlin &
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Valerie DeVuyst
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Jennifer Dimond
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Revs. Allen & Sara Ewing-Merrill
Eliot & Catherine Field
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Frederic & Constance Gemmer
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Steve & Elizabeth Gray
Jane Greene
Randi Greenwald
Linda Greer
Rev. Linda Grenfell
Rev. Robert Grove-Markwood
Geraldine Guitard
Bruce Hamilton
Rev. Richard & Anna Hamilton
Heidi Hansen
Betty Hartley
Rich Haslip & Patty McGillivary
Bishop Susan Hassinger
Rebecca & Alan Hinsey
Amy Holland
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HopeGateWay United
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Northeastern Financial LLC
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The Plymouth House
Elizabeth Purbrick de Munoz
Eileen Purdy
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Lisa Silverman
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William & Ursula Slavick
Bethany & Rick Smart
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Sally Ann Spudis
Rev. Wanda Stahl
Martha Stein
Lindsay Sterling
Kathy Strand McMurray
Christina Strubbe
Beth Sullivan
Phil Susag
Ed Suslovic & Jennifer Southard
Lydia Swann
Richard Thompson
Sylvia Thompson
Barbara & Gordon Thomson
Norris Thurston
Judith Tierney
Judith & Lou Toscano
Malcolm & Diana Townsend
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Teresa Valliere
James Vander Schaaf
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Julia Whyel
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Women Around the World
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Richard & Theresa Berman
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Allen & Sara Ewing-Merrill
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Betty Hartley
Lucky Hollander
HopeGateWay
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Anita Leeman
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Liz Leuthner

Patricia Leuthner
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Sylvia Thompson
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Julia Whyel
Williston-Immanuel United
Church
Kimberly Wootan
Auction
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Richard & Theresa Berman
Law Offices of Joe Bornstein
Sara & Mark Bruce
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Linda & Peter Carleton
David Clark / Yogavé LLC
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The Crooked Mile Cafe
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America
Jim Davis
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Rev. Priscilla Dreyman
Michel Droge
Rev. Jane Field
Robert T. Foley, Inc.
Luisa Fontes
Dr. Paula Gerstenblatt
Rev. Cynthia Good
Headlight Audio Visual Video
Belle Hilmer / Maine Leather Co.
Rebecca & Alan Hinsey
Kate Huntress
Bishop Cliff & Jane Ives
Brittany Johnston
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Diane Lent
Tommy MacElhaney /
Prophesy Pendants
Maine College of Art
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Pilar Nadal
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James Parr
Portland Dry Goods
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Rev. Don & Sue Rudalevige
Elizabeth Ruskin
Shipyard Brewing Company
Silly’s Restaurant
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James Vander Schaaf
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Julia Whyel
David Wood

We are grateful for Foundation support from the following:
The Clowes Fund
The Sam L. Cohen Foundation
The Frances Hollis Brain Foundation

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists. Please bring any errors or omissions to our attention: liz@hopeacts.org / 207-899-2435.

2015 Financials
Program Revenues:

Events:

$7,543

$12,332

(5%)

(8%)

Fundraising:

Events:

$10,380

$2,157

(7%)

(2%)

Individual
Donors:

$36,328
(22%)

Public Funding:

Administration:

$60,909

$37,395

(37%)

(26%)

Total Income:

Total Expenses

$141,430

$161,800

Program:

$91,499
(65%)

Foundation Support:

$40,000
(25%)

Organizational /
Corporate Donors:

$4,667
(3%)

Thank you for supporting
the work of Hope Acts.
I support Hope Acts financially
because of the important work
I see them doing to support
people in recovery from
addiction in Portland. I also
volunteer for Hope Acts in their
ESL program. While helping
asylum seekers to improve their
English, I have been blessed
to make many new friends. I
have learned so much about
their resiliency as they seek to
make new lives for themselves
in a country far from their
homelands.
— Betty Hartley, Brunswick ME

The year 2016 will be an important one for building capacity as an
organization so that we can more effectively fulfill our mission and vision.
We are excited about new program initiatives, and we are grateful for
your support as we pursue some ambitious goals.
Here are some ways you can help:
Make a tax-deductible gift – a one-time gift or a recurring monthly gift – online
at www.hopeacts.org/give, or with a check made out to Hope Acts and mailed to
185 High Street, Portland ME 04101.
Join our Sustaining Hope Circle by becoming a monthly donor. Your monthly gift
of any size helps tremendously.
Volunteer — to learn about opportunities, contact Matt Braun, Volunteer
Coordinator: matt@hopeacts.org
Attend our 2016 gala celebration — watch for details coming soon.
Visit our website — www.hopeacts.org — and subscribe to our monthly
e-newsletter.
Follow us on Facebook.
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About the cover images:
Throughout the weekend of our 2015 gala celebration in November, the Time and Temperature
Building, at the heart of downtown Portland, was aglow with our message of hope and action.
Thanks to the Law Offices of Joe Bornstein for celebrating with us, and thanks to photographer
Corey Templeton for capturing these great shots.

Hope Acts
185 High Street
Portland, ME 04101
t: 207.899.2435

www.hopeacts.org
fb: facebook.com/HopeActs
Special thanks to:
Ann Casady, Casady Design, for her pro bono graphic design services / casadydesign.com
Julia Whyel and Beth Comeau for donating their photography services
Corey Templeton Photography for his photos of the Time & Temperature Building
Ann Lundquist for interviewing, writing profiles, and consulting

